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CEO SUMMIT PRESENTATION AND
WORKSHOP WITH TISH SQUILLARO

Top 5 Growing Pains that Stop a Company from Scaling
 

Are you a private equity firm seeking to 
maximize the growth of your portfolio companies?

We are offering to PE firms (at a very affordable cost) an engaging and
interactive experience for your CEO Summit event that is designed to
stimulate productive discussion and idea sharing.

Tish's expertise is your key to unlocking untapped opportunities within
your portfolio companies. With a proven track record in successfully
guiding businesses through people issues as they scale, Tish will deliver a
tailored presentation that dives into the specific challenges your CEOs will
face during expansion phases and equip them with actionable solutions
for accelerated growth. 

ABOUT TISH SQUILLARO
Tish Squillaro is a renowned expert in team
chemistry and leadership growth strategies.
With 20+ years of experience working with
businesses of all sizes, she understands the
dynamics and complexities that come with
growth. As the founder of CANDOR Consulting,
Tish has been instrumental in transforming
organizations into industry leaders.

Now, she's ready to share her insights with you.

CEO SUMMIT

https://candor-consulting.com/


Revealing the top 5 Growing pain that
stop a company from scaling

Throughout the CEO summit presentation, Tish will dive into the foundational components of
successful scaling by methodically examining five pivotal questions:

 

MOTIVATION AND EMPOWERMENT:
Tish's dynamic speaking style and extensive knowledge inspire and empower teams to embrace growth
and change with confidence.

DIRECT ENGAGEMENT:
An interactive Q&A session with Tish provides leadership with direct access to her expertise, allowing for
deeper insights and actionable takeaways.

INTERACTIVE CASE STUDIES:
Through thought-provoking case studies, attendees will actively engage with the material presented and
work collaboratively to create innovative solutions. This hands-on approach ensures that knowledge is
immediately translated into actionable strategies.

KEY TAKEAWAYS:
CEOs, executives, and leaders will leave the CEO summit armed with practical strategies ready for
implementation. These strategies have been fine-tuned to tackle the specific challenges your portfolio
companies will face during their growth journeys.

Tish Squillaro
610-613-4864
tish@candor-consulting.com

candor-consulting.com CEO SUMMIT

WHAT TO EXPECT

Revealing the Top 5
Growing Pains That Stop a
Company from Scaling
Throughout the CEO summit presentation,
Tish will dive into the foundational
components of successful scaling by
methodically examining five pivotal
questions:

Do We Have the Right People in the Right
Seats?

What is Our Decision-Making Process?

How Do We Maintain Our Focus? 

How Can We Create Team Chemistry?

Do We Have a Strong Leadership Team in
Place? 

Secure Your CEO Summit Experience
Whether an experienced executive aiming to refine specific skills or a recently appointed CEO entering

their first season of company leadership, the CANDOR CEO summit presentation encompasses essential
knowledge that checks all the boxes necessary for sustained and successful growth.

Empower Your Leadership. Ignite Your Growth.

CONTACT ME FOR MORE INFORMATION
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